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Rexo ERP offers an industry explicit ERP arrangement that encourages you to streamline your activities and put up 
your items for sale to the public, quicker and less expensive, while following perpetually stringent GHS, SARA, EPA, 
ISO, and DoT administrative orders. Regardless of whether you have a private-label, co-pack or produce your line of 
private, business or mechanical paints and coatings, Rexo ERP for Paints bolsters your one of a kind assembling 
necessities in item improvement, creation, quality, cost, and consistency, while supporting the entirety of your 
business, bookkeeping, warehousing and conveyance needs.
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Production

ž Bill of Materials

ž Productions Plans

ž Routing Operations

ž Job order feedback

ž Subcontracting

ž Scarp and Loss Generation

ž Requisitions

ž Purchase Quotations

ž Purches Order

ž Returns to Vendor

ž Pricing

ž Taxation

Procurement

ž Inventory Management

ž Receipt of goods

ž Material consumption & Transfers

ž Jobs and Stock Adjustments

ž Movement of Scrap

ž Finished goods batches

Inventory

ž Sales enquiries, quotations 
and orders

ž Shipment and sales invoice

ž Pricing, customer wise

ž Tax configuration

ž Sales returns

ž Sales forecasts and targets

Sales

Quality

ž User Defined

ž specificationsFinished good

ž specificationWIP specification

ž QC on GIN

ž QC on finished goods & WIP

ž IssuesCertificate of Analysis, Batch
Manufacturing report (BMR)

ž Batch Costing

ž Inventory Evaluation

ž Min-max inventory planning

ž Job planning order

ž Vendor selections for order 

ž Master plan scheduling

Material Requirement
Planning

Financial Management

ž General Accounting

ž Receivables Management

ž Payable Management

ž Fixed Assets Accounting

ž Management Accounting

ž Financial Services
Marketing Management

ž Integrated sales

ž marketing and after sales

ž Customer relationship management

ž Services

ž Campaign management

ž Segmented marketing and 
channelization



Putting Your Customer at the Center of 
Your Business  

Numerous organizations locate that nearby 
associations with channel colleagues and end 
clients are basic to business achievement.

Keeping up these exceptionally evolved 
connections requires solid correspondence 
combined with dexterity and adaptability. 

REXO for Furniture and Fixtures offers a suite of 
usefulness intended to help your association in 
putting the requests of your client first.

Through implanted Customer Relationship 
Management (CRM) usefulness, we guarantee 
that all client correspondence is liquid all through 
the association, giving total work process for each 
statement with a client close down as a phase-
shutting the circle with client administration, 
which logs every client request and gives far-
reaching acceleration work process at the point 
when required.

Adaptable Deployment Options

As your business develops and changes, you need 
an answer that can develop and change with you. As 
a solitary arrangement able to be conveyed on-
premise, facilitated, or in the cloud, REXO 
Manufacturing solution gives extraordinary 
arrangement adaptability.

For example, if your business has restricted IT assets 
you may select to initially send the arrangement in a 
facilitated model or the cloud. As your business 
changes you may, in this way, select to redeploy 
REXO ERP on-premise.

REXO has architected a full multitenant software as 
a service (SaaS) and on-premise form out of a 
solitary item and is the main seller who has sent it to 
clients.



Supporting Key Initiatives for the 
Furniture and Fixtures Industry

Furniture and Fixtures organizations are 
concerned progressively are worried about 
worldwide strain to discover new efficiencies. 
Value affectability, unpredictable crude material 
cost, work requests, and client interest for 
progressively configurable choices keep on 
disintegrating effectively.

Accordingly, numerous producers are actualizing 
lean activities. Lean activities are driving 
numerous organizations in assembling to 
reengineer business forms; from the distribution 
centre to the plant floor to the highest floor to 
the expanded inventory network.

These equivalent organizations are able to reduce 
the  expenses of reserve funds, decrease in the 
cost of deals of completed merchandise just as 
crude material and work in process, improved 
throughput, better use of existing assets, what's 
more, improved consumer loyalty. REXO 
comprehends the requests put on organizations in 
the furnishings and apparatuses industry today.

REXO for Furniture and Fixtures is a worldwide 
Endeavour asset arranging programming 
arrangement intended for associations that 
fabricate furniture or installations.

Improve Operational Visibility 

Assessing centre business tasks in an incorporated 
manner is, for some organizations, the introductory 
advance in improving primary concern incomes 
through more noteworthy perceivability of the front 
office, stockroom, furthermore, producing plant 
floor tasks. Through incorporated ERP innovation, 
your business evacuates repetitive procedures and 
improves the exactness of data to give top-notch 
client assistance and concentrated operational 
administration.

REXO, for Furniture and Fixtures, is an incorporated 
answer for dealing with your business. From deals 
to arranging and creation to obtainment to 
warehousing and appropriation to client care and 
account-REXO offers a start to finish arrangement. 
Measured in its structure, REXO, for Furniture and 
Fixtures, offers adaptability in an organization as 
modules can be bought also, "turned on" during 
suitable periods of execution.



Putting Your Customer at the Center of 
Your Business  

Numerous organizations locate that nearby 
associations with channel colleagues and end 
clients are basic to business achievement. Keeping 
up these exceptionally evolved connections 
requires solid correspondence combined with 
dexterity and adaptability.

REXO for Furniture and Fixtures offers a suite of 
usefulness intended to help your association in 
putting the requests of your client first.

Through implanted Customer Relationship 
Management (CRM) usefulness, we guarantee 
that all client correspondence is liquid all through 
the association, giving total work process for each 
statement with a client close down as a phase-
shutting the circle with client administration, 
which logs every client request and gives far-
reaching acceleration work process at the point 
when required.

Adaptable Deployment Options

As your business develops and changes, you need 
an answer that can develop and change with you. As 
a solitary arrangement able to be conveyed on-
premise, facilitated, or in the cloud, REXO 
Manufacturing solution gives extraordinary 
arrangement adaptability.

For example, if your business has restricted IT assets 
you may select to initially send the arrangement in a 
facilitated model or the cloud. As your business 
changes you may, in this way, select to redeploy 
REXO ERP on-premise.

REXO has architected a full multitenant software as 
a service (SaaS) and on-premise form out of a 
solitary item and is the main seller who has sent it to 
clients.



Utilize Lean Methodology,  
Improve Lead Times and 
Diminish Waste

Inventive makers who send lean 
philosophies business-wide receive 
colossal rewards as far as client 
fulfillment and generally speaking 
business execution.

For makers, hoping to diminish 
squandered procedures from the office 
to plant floor, coordinated frameworks 
streamline business forms. Moreover, 
support for cell-based systems to bolster 
key client necessities just as on the plant 
floor, conveying request-pull 
frameworks that depend on recharging 
principals further JIT material and 
segment efficiencies.

REXO contains installed Lean movement 
measurements and Kanban usefulness 
(i.e., sign to fabricate or move item) that 
offers the usefulness required to deal 
with a few kinds of electronic signals for 
Kanban control.
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Improve Customer Service  

Through Delivery Performance, Long haul business connections 
are the bread and butter for this industry. Keeping up provider 
status depends on estimations of cost and quality; however, 
conveyance execution is likewise basic.

For some organizations, creation and distribution centre 
deceivability, specifically the timetable of the plant has 
outgrown the customary whiteboard. It presently incorporates 
increasingly sweeping prerequisites, for example, "consider the 
possibility that" situations.

Multi-asset imperatives, and at times subsequently of workforce 
broadening, capacity-based booking (regardless of whether a 
representative range of abilities or machine capacity), with 
visual booking sheets and multi-asset planning sheets that offer 
shading coded burden, intuitive burden abilities, also, drill-down 
usefulness, ace schedulers just as creation supervisors can 
precisely oversee change and react to over-burden limitations 
proactively.

For producers reacting to the inquiry, "When can you convey?" 
during the business cycle, REXO offers genuine competent to 
promise ability that ingests the prerequisites for the deals 
request into planning utilizing fitting limited limit and MRP rules 
to offer a precise conveyance date.

Contending all around and locally-crossing over geographic and 
key decent variety and wiping out inventory network wasteful 
aspects-can be achieved with the advances to streamline Intra 
and between organization forms and convey it precisely. 
Synchronization of complex connections which decide supply, 
request, and satisfaction is the way to coming to new, industry-
driving degrees of business execution. REXO can assist you with 
accomplishing greatest efficiencies over your internationally 
broadened venture.
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Streamline Planning for Strong Cost 
Controls   

Numerous organizations are returning to nuts and 
bolts and looking to lessen squander with more 
grounded cost control and the board of key cost 
components.

Through productive administration of the 
purchasing process, the present organizations are 
utilizing in the nick of time strategies for the 
obtainment of both finished results and crude 
materials. Furthermore, purchasers are searching 
for better approaches to drive down edges with 
providers. Great determining and request 
necessities give better purchasing power.

REXO, for Furniture and Fixtures, incorporates 
solid interest the executives, what's more, stock 
control close by material requirement planning 
(MRP) and buy recommendations capacities to 
give time-phased material control to decrease 
crude and completed products stock being 
conveyed; empowering merchandise to be 
conveyed in the nick of time. 

Basic to the assembling procedure is a solid 
marker of cost and after creation cost 
examination. Every creation run is broke down to 
decide all-out expense. In light of productivity and 
run examination, creation the executives would 
then be able to decide whether creation arranging 
gauges need change for citing also, rerun 
whenever.

Quick and Accurate Product 
Configuration  
REXO comprehends that item speed (new 
styles and plans) combined with client interest 
for alternatives, for example, shading, material, 
finish and measurement that can be handily 
exchanged to give a "custom" vibe to their item 
further pressure effectively slender edges in the 
Furniture industry.

Accordingly, REXO offers exhaustive guidelines 
based design instrument that means client care 
and indeed, even end clients, through a guided 
work process to self arrange and get estimating 
for their request.

When a request is acknowledged, the design 
naturally moves the bill of material and steering 
prerequisites alongside unique directions to the 
plant floor for creation. It can, likewise, 
alternatively move arrangement results to a 
building where building CAD archives are made 
consequently.

Numerous makers have utilized the intensity of 
the special REXO Product Configuration to 
streamline request preparing while improving 
precision. Trade Connect stretches out your 
present site to offer chief arrangement access 
to channel accomplices and clients. Furnished 
with parametric design abilities, clients, what's 
more, wholesalers can arrange on the web and 
picture the outcomes right away.



Techlene Software Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
P101-102 Metro Tower, Near Vijay Nagar Square 
Indore - 452010 (MP)  INDIA.

+91 704 75 75000

info@techlene.com

India | UAE | Bahrain | Australia | US | Kenya

Strong Technology Framework

REXO is exceptionally situated with a total suite of applications based on 100% 
services architecture, securing your interest in software and services well into the 
future.

Why are web services so important to organizations, particularly in furniture and 
apparatuses?

Outside of all the reasons organizations hope to web services for arrangement; 
speed, stability, reusability, and more; for medium size organizations, the motivation 
is up and coming to drive electronic collaboration more immovably into their 
inventory network.
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